KidSanctuary
campus
Home is as much a place as it is a feeling. Born of a vision to provide the tangible
and intangible components of hearth and home, KidSanctuary Campus creates
safe, personalized spaces for children in need. The Dodero Cottage, a 10-month
labor of kindness and compassion from local design luminaires, celebrated its grand
opening on August 1, 2014. Under the auspices of Joe Fava, design chair for the
Dodero Cottage, in collaboration with 14 distinguished design professionals and
their associates, a home for six to eight young girls was lovingly created. Each room
pays homage to the beauty, innocence and imagination of children.
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“Through each
designer’s generous
gifts of creativity,
time, energy and
resources, they have
changed the lives of
these girls forever. I am
proud and humbled
to be part of such
an amazing group.”
—Joe Fava, Design Chair,
KidSanctuary Campus

the designers
behind the
d o d e ro cot tag e

01. Puschendorf Interiors. The entry foyer is a mix of function and inspiration. The right side (functional) is designed to house the girls’ mail, and the left side
(inspirational) has positive phrases and a painting by a young artist on the wall. 02. Deborah Wecselman Design. The master bedroom’s playful design reflects the
energy of the girls who will be living in the house. The custom headboard, chairs and vivid accents of lavender and yellow complete the space. 03. William Bernard
Design Group. “Fab mod” describes this perfect bedroom when paired with soft sophisticated colors of lilac, oyster, wisteria, parchment and bold accents of hot
pink, red and black. 04. Britto Charette. This space was designed for dreaming and creating. Tree forts and blanket tents, the things we all loved building and
hiding in as kids, were the inspiration. 05. Sam Robin Design. The inspiration behind this room is the courage of these children. The color-splashed, sophisticated
design is intended to make them smile and blossom. 06. Antrobus + Ramirez. This wall “comes to life,” like that of a page in a pop-up book. By offering spaces for
personalization, feelings of security and belonging are nourished. 07. B + G Design Group. Brett and Giselle of B+G Design Inc. know the importance of a great
dining room and created one by designing a warm, inviting space that is both playful and elegant.

08. Stephen Mooney Interiors. The focus was on the host parent’s needs, creating a space that was more mature in color palette and furnishings. 09. Pepe Calderin
Design. When designing the playroom for the girls, the goal was to create a space where they would be able to be creative, express themselves freely and be
inspired. The intention was to create a room that makes the girls happy, giving them strength and motivation to be unique. 10. Furze Bard + Associates. The

intent was to create a fun, warm and inviting bedroom that the girls would feel comfortable living in. This was achieved with the wallpaper, lighting and pops of
color. The upholstered headboard, platform beds and warm-wood tone give a comfortable feeling. 11. A. Keith Powell Interior. Highlighting the positive power of
pink brings a pinch of attitude and whimsy to the daily grind of bathroom time. 12 + 13. Fava Design Group. For the living room, contemporary floral wallpapers
with metallic grounds were selected, creating a color story of varying shades of purple, taupe, pink and gray. 14. Angela Reynolds Designs. The cottage-style bed
is reminiscent of a classic Florida beach house. 15. Mendez Vela Design Collection. Designed with serenity in mind, the master bathroom pays homage to South
Florida contemporary design with clean-lined minimalism and sea-inspired accessories.

KidSanctuary Campus is a not-for-profit organization committed to providing a safe home
for abused, abandoned and neglected children in Florida. Its mission is to ensure that each child
receives the benefits of a sense of belonging and permanency in a caring and positive environment
that nurtures self-esteem and hope.

For more information, please visit
kidsanctuarycampus.org
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